GENERAL   INFORMATION
ARC-ART	L8
Argillaceous Bocks are a sedimentary group in
eluding the shales and clays
Argon, chemical element symbol A This was
the first of the mert gases (q v ) to be isolated
from air by Eayleigh and Eamsay in 1894
Argon is used for filling gas filled metal fila
menl electric lamps In gas discharge tube it
gives a blue glow
Arithmetic the branch of mathematics that deals
with numerical calculations as m counting
measuring weighing The early civilisation e
used simple arithmetic for commercial pui
poses employing symbols and later letters of
the alphabet as numerals When Hindu Arabic
numerals replaced Eoman numerals in the
Middle Ages it meant a great step forward and
led to rapid developments—the invention of
logarithms slide rule calculating machines
Ark of the Covenant was the sacred chest of the
Hebrews and symbolised Gods presence It
was overlaid with gold inside and outside It
accompanied the Israelites into battle and
was once captured by the Philistines Even
tually it found a resting place in Solomon s
Temple
Armada, Spanish, the naval expedition fitted out
by Phillip II of Spain in 1688 against England
commanded by the Duke of Medina Sidonia
It comprised 129 ships was manned by 8 000
sailore and earned 19 000 soldiers and more than
2,000 cannon Against this formidable force
Elizabeth had only 80 ships manned by 9 000
sailors under Lord Howard of EflLngham under
whom served Drake Hawkins and Frobisher
The British Fleet awaited the Armada off
Plymouth and at Tilbury there was a con
siderable defensive land force under the com
mand of the Earl of Leicester On July 19 the
ships of the Armada were sighted off the Lizard
disposed in a crescent seven miles long from
horn to horn The excellent manoeuvring of the
English then fire-ships and a gale from the
NW combined so effectively to cripple the
Spanish shipp that the Armada was scattered
in confusion a very small remnant contriving
to reach home via the North of Scotland It
was impossible to embark the army of Parma
waiting m the Netherlands Elizabeth had a
medal struck bearing in Latin the inscription
God blew and they were scattered
AnnadlDo a genus of animals related to the sloth*
and anteaters belonging to South America
and carrying a hard bony covering over the
back, under which one species (Tdlweutes) can
completely conceal itself when attacked rolling
Itself up like a hedgehog
Armageddon according to the Revelation of St
John the great battle in which the last con
flict between good and evil is to be fought
Armillary Sphere an early form of astronomical
apparatus with a number of circles representing
equator meridian ecliptic etc Used by
Hipparchus and Ptolemy and up to the time of
Tycho Brahe for determining the position of
f he stars
Aromatic A term used by chemists originally
to describe compounds like benzene having a
characteristic smell It is a term which implies
a collection of chemical characteristics, the
salient features being a flat rmg structure and a
general similarity to benzene.
Arsenic, a metalloid element symbol As m group
V of the periodic table usually met with as a
constituent of oilier minerals sometimes by
itself Its compounds are very poisonous
Lead arsenate is a powerful insecticide used for
spraying fruit trees. The more stable allo
tropic form (grey) has a layer structure and
conducts electricity
Artesian Wells take their name from Artois in
France where the flirt wells of this kind were
constructed in 1126 They axe to be found
only when a water bearing bed is sandwiched
between two Impervious beds When a boring
ismadetothelowerpartofthebed the pressure
of water is sufficient to cause the water to over
flow at the surface Artesian wells were known
to ancient Egypt and China, and have existed
in the Sahara since the earliest times The
fountains in Trafalgar Square are fed by
artesian wells Bank through the London clay
into the chalk about 400 ft.
Arthur's Seat, aMl of volcanic origin 823ft high
of modem building    In recent years however |
architecture has taken on a new meaning    Once
confined to the rich  in the form of Church
State or Commerce it is now with the coming
of democracy recognised as an essential social j
service for all    This, ind the development of
new structural techniques and materials (steel
aluminium   sheet glass   reinforced  concrete
plastics, and plywoods to name a few)  have
made the interest in historic styles the main
etay of the older architect of secondary impor
tance    Modern architecture is the creation of
buildings with the highest possible standards of
functional performance m terms of efficient
planning and   structure   good  artificial and
natural lighting  adequate heating or cooling
and proper acoustic conditions consistent with
the price the client can afford to pay    At the
same time the architect e task is to design a
structure and tilt spacer the structure delimits
internally and externally which are aesthetically
stimulating and satisfying and well related to
the land and buildinra around
Arctic Exploration    Modern exploration of the
Arctic begins in the 16th cent when men sought
to reach the Bast Indies by sailing through
the Arctic to the Pacific Ocean,   The North
east Passage via the shores of northern Asia
was the first attempted   In 1653 and 1554
the  English  navigators  Sir   Eichard  Chan
ceDor and Stephen Burrough sailed into the
Wlute Sea but were prevented by storms and
ice from advancing farther eastwards    The
project was later revived by the Dutch   Bar
endts in 1594 discovered Spitsbergen but also
failed to get beyond Novaya Zemlya    It was
not in fact until 1879 that the Swede A. E
NordensMSId in the Vega succeeded in reaching
the Pacific    The attempts to find a North west
Passage were more numerous and determined,
In 1&85 John Davis penetrated Davis Strait and
coasted along Baffin Island    Hopes ran high
when Henry Hudson discovered Hudson Bay
m 1610 but a practicable passage continued to
chide explorers.   The problem was to find a
navigable route through the maze of channels
m the short summer se^on and to avoid being
frozen in with supplies: exhausted.   After the
Napoleonic Wars the Admiralty sent out many
naval   expeditions  which  culminated  in  Sir
John Franklin s expedition with the Erebus and
Terror in 1846    The ships were beset by Ice m
Victoria Channel and after Franklin s death
were abandoned by their crews, who perished
from scurvy and starvation on their march
southwards   To ascertain their fate  several
farther expeditions were despatched, and the
crew of the Inveshgator commanded by E J
M Clure sailing eastwards from Bering Strait
were the first to make the Passage though in
doing so they were obliged to abandon then-
ship    It was thirty years before the Norwegian
Eoald Amundsen, succeeded in sailing the Chocs
from east to west    In the meantime the North
Pole had become the goal of explorers   Nansen,
to 1898 put the From into the tee pack to drift
across the Polar basin  and himself made an
unsuccessful attempt on the Pole across the
pack.   This was eventually achieved by the
American explorer Robert E Peary who after
several  expeditions in the North Greenland
region sledged to the Pole with Eskimo com
portions in 1008    The next phase wac the em
ployment of airships and aeroplanes m Arctic
exploration.   fi» 1828 Admiral Byrd made the
first flight over the Pole, and in the same year
Amundsen and Lincoln .Ellsworth flew the air
ship Noroe from Spitsbergen to Point Barrow
Alaska.   Two years latex, the  Italia   com
manded by the Italian, Nobile, was wrecked on
a return flight from the Pole and Amundsen
lost his life in an attempt to rescue the survivors
With modem developments  in aircraft and
navigation, flights over the Polar basin are
almost a routine matter and passenger flights
between  Europe  and America via northern
Greenland arebeing pioneered    Theflret voyage
under the North Pole was made in August
1968 by the American nuclear-powered sub-
marine Nautilus
Arenaceous Rocks, the rocks composed of gralnr
of sand, chiefly sandstones quarta is the most
abundant-mineral in these rooks.

